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Abstract—We present, in this paper, effective edge detection 
methods using type 2 fuzzy inference systems which are known 
for their uncertainty handling ability. These methods are 
clubbed up with morphological gradient to enhance their edge 
detection capabilities. We emphasize on the application of 
generalized type 2 fuzzy system to the image and detection of 
edge. We then compare the Morphological Gradient with the 
type 1 fuzzy system, integrated interval type 2 fuzzy system 
(Interval type 2 fuzzy logic applied upon Morphological 
Gradient Technique) and generalized type 2 fuzzy system 
(Generalized type 2 fuzzy logic applied upon Morphological 
Gradient Technique). Also these edge detectors are tested on 
images added with 0.001 white gaussian noise and salt and 
pepper noise. Recall, precision and PFOM are also calculated 
for each system and compared. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
n edge may be the result of changes in light 
absorption, its shade, texture and color, and these 
changes can be used to determine the depth, size, 

positioning, alignment and surface properties of a digital 
image. An edge is not only the boundary between an object 
and the background, but also the boundary between 
overlapping objects. In analyzing the image digitally, edge 
detection involves filtering extraneous and immaterial 
information to select the edge points. The detection of 
minute changes, which may be mixed up by noise, depends 
on the pixel threshold of change that defines an edge. 
Detection of such continuous edges is very strenuous and 
time consuming especially when an image is corruptgd by 
noise[1]. 

Edge detection of an image reduces significantly 
the amount of data and filters out information that may be 
regarded as irrelevant, preserving the important structural 
properties of an image[2]. Therefore, edges detected from 
the original image contain major information, which can be 
stored in very less space than the original image.The main 
goal of the vision systems based on computational 
intelligence techniques is to achieve better edge detection 
when image processing is performed under high noise levels  

The main application areas of edge detection 
include geography, military, medicine, robotics, 

meteorology and pattern recognition systems[3][4][5][6]. 
The paper is organized as follows.The integrated fuzzy 
system is described in section II and the simulations and 
results are shown in section III. Section IV and V give the 
conclusion and future scope respectively. 

II. FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH 
 Various edge detection methods have been 
developed in the process of finding the perfect edge 
detector. Most of these can be categorized as gradient based 
and laplacian based edge detectors[7]. In this paper, a type 1 
fuzzy system and two type 2 fuzzy systems are 
implemented. 
 The first step in the process is determining if the 
image is a color image and converting it into a grayscale 
image for the sake of simplified analysis. To this extracted 
graylevel edge map, we apply the morphological gradient. 

A. Morphological Gradient 
The morphological gradient can be defined as the 

difference between intensity values of two neighboring 
pixels that belong to a given structural element, for a gray 
scale image. A classic definition of morphological gradient 
is given in (1) 

   (1) 
We use D instead of . The coefficients 𝑧𝑖 are 

calculated as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the 
directions in which the difference in intensity values are 
calculated using eq 2. The edge S, for one pixel, is  
calculated with eq 3 by summing up the difference of 
intensity values calculated in all 4 directions for that 
pixel[8]. 

D1=   (2a) 

D2=   (2b) 

D3=   (2c) 

D4=   (2d) 

S=D1 + D2 + D3 + D4   (3)

 

A 
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= f(x-1, y-1) = f(x+1,y-1) = f(x+1, y-1) 

= f(x+1, y) = f(x, y) = f(x+1, y) 

= f(x-1, y+1) = f(x, y+1) = f(x+, y+1) 

 
Figure 1 3x3 matrix indicating the coefficients Zi . 

  

Figure 2 3x3 matrix indicating the directions Di 

B. Fuzzy Inferance System 
The basic difference between integrated type 

2 fuzzy system(IT2FS) and generalized type 2 fuzzy 
system(GT2FS) is that for each value, the 
membership degree at each point in the uncertain 
range is 1 or equal in IT2FS and different in 
GT2FS[9][10]. It is depicted in Fig 3, 4 respectively. 

 
Figure 3 Interval type 2 membership function

 
Figure 4 Generalized type 2 membership function 

 
The outputs Di of the morphological 

gradient, are given as the inputs to the generalized 
type 2 fuzzy inference system. The basic block 
diagram of fuzzy inference system is shown in Fig 5. 
The crisp inputs are fuzzified using the fuzzification 
process where the fuzzy sets are created based on the 

gray scalevalue of imagesand membership functions 
are assigned[11]. The membership functions are 
shown in figure(4). Gaussian membership functions 
are used in the entire approach.  
 

 
Figure 5 Block diagram of generalized type 2 fuzzy 

inference system. 

lowi = min(Di)  (4) 
highi = max(Di)  (5) 

mediumi = lowi + (highi – lowi)/2 (6) 
σi = highi /5  (7) 
edgei =1   (8) 
no_edgei = 0   (9) 

σi = edge/4  (10) 

                 m1=highi, m2 = m1 +FOU                 (11)          
𝜇�(x) = [͟µ(x), ͞µ(x)] = igausmtype2(x,[𝜎𝑥 ,𝑚1,𝑚2 ]) 

 (12) 
𝑚𝑥 = 𝑚1 + (𝑚1∗𝐹𝑂𝑈)+ ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑖

2
   

 (13) 
𝑚𝑥 = 𝑚2+ 𝑚1

2
    

 (14) 
𝜎𝑢= 𝛿

√62 +𝜀    
 (15) 

𝑝𝑥 = 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑓(𝑥, [𝜎𝑥 ,𝑚𝑥]) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−1
2
�𝑥−𝑚𝑥

𝜎𝑥
� 

  (16) 
𝜇�(𝑥,𝑢) = 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑓(𝑢, [𝜎𝑢,𝑝𝑥]) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−1

2
�𝑥−𝑝𝑥

𝜎𝑢
�

 (17) 
The Gaussian membership functions for 

each D input are obtained using eq (12)–(17), and the 
means of each function are obtained with eq (11) and 
the σ value is obtained with (7). The inference system 
has one output S (the edge), the linguistic values used 
for the output are: edge and no_edge, and we selected 
the range [0, 1], since the input image was 
normalized in this range, where the minimum value 
for the output is represented by (9) and maximum by 
(8). The Footprint of uncertainity(FOU), is assumed a 
random value between 0 and 1. In Fig. 6, we show 
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the linguistic variables with generalized type-2 
membership functions. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Generalized type 2 fuzzy membership functions 
for input and output. 

Next, we use 3 rules that help describe the 
existing relationship between the image gradients. 
The fuzzy rules are the following. 
a) If (D1 is HIGH) or (D2 is HIGH) or (D3 is HIGH) 
or (D4is HIGH) then (S is EDGE) 
b) If (D1 is MEDIUM) or (D2 is MEDIUM) or (D3 
isMEDIUM) or (D4 is MEDIUM) then (S is EDGE) 
c) If (D1 is LOW) and (D2 is LOW) and (D3 is 
LOW) and(D4 is LOW) then (S is NO_EDGE). 
 

Next, to perform inference, the theory of 
alpha planes was used and performed using (18). 

(18) 
To carry out the defuzzification process, the 

heights method of type reduction was used[12][13]. 
This method replaces each rule output set by a 
singleton that is the maximum point of the 
membership function in the output, and after that 
calculates the centroid of the type-1 set by using 
these singletons [14][15]. The output of the heights 
defuzzification is given by (19) 

h(x) = 
∑ 𝑙 𝜇𝐵

𝑙  (𝑙)𝑀
𝑙=1
∑ 𝜇𝐵

𝑙  (𝑙)𝑀
𝑙=1

               ` (19) 

The type reduction was performed applying the 
theory of Karnik and Mendel, and this reduction is 
given by (20)(21)[16][17] 

yl =
∑ 𝑓−𝑖�𝑥′�ℎ𝑖+∑ ͟𝑓𝑗(𝑥′)𝑀

𝑗=𝐿+1 ℎ𝑗𝐿
𝑖=1
∑ 𝑓−𝑖(𝑥′)+∑ ͟𝑓𝑗(𝑥′)𝑀

𝑗=𝐿+1
𝐿
𝑖=1

  

 (20) 

yr =
∑ ͟𝑓𝑖�𝑥′�ℎ𝑖+∑ ͟𝑓−𝑖(𝑥′)𝑀

𝑖=𝑅+1 ℎ𝑖𝑅
𝑖=1
∑ ͟𝑓𝑖(𝑥′)+∑ ͟𝑓−𝑖(𝑥′)𝑀

𝑖=𝑅+1
𝑅
𝑖=1

  

 (21) 
The results of alpha planes are integrated by 
(22)(23)[18][19], 

Ŷ𝑗𝑟 (𝑥′) = 
∑ ∝𝑖  ∝𝑖 𝑦�𝑗

𝑟 (𝑥′)
𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ ∝𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1

  (22) 

Ŷ𝑗𝑙 (𝑥′) = 
∑ 𝛼𝑖∝𝑖 𝑦�𝑗

𝑙 �𝑥′�
𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ ∝𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1

  (23) 

 
After realizing the type reduction and integrating 

the results of all alpha planes, defuzzification was 
performed by using the average of 𝑦𝑙  and 𝑦𝑟 , to 
obtain the defuzzified output of a generalized 
singleton type-2 FLS (24) [18] and  the final edge 
map is obtained.. 

Ŷ𝑗 (𝑥′) = 
Ŷ𝑗
𝑙 �𝑥′�+ Ŷ𝑗

𝑟 (𝑥′)

  2
  (24) 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation results of the edge detectors 

implemented in MATLABR2010a software [20] are 
shown. This simulation is done on the test image lena 
and two synthetic images, square and polar shown in 
figure 11[21] ,created in MATLABR2010a. The 
results of Morphological gradient, Integrated Type 1 
fuzzy logic system and Integrated interval T2FS and 
integrated generalized T2FS are shown in fig  7, 8, 9, 
10 respectively.. 

 

 
Figure 7 Simulation result of the morphological gradient  

with the test image lena. 

In the simulation results, MG+T1FS 
indicates integrated morphological gradient and Type 
1 fuzzy system. Similarly, MG+IT2FS represents 
integrated morphological gradient and integrated type 
2 fuzzy system and MG+GT2FS denotes integrated 
morphological gradient and generalized type 2 fuzzy 
system. 
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Figure 8Simulation resultof T1FS and integrated T1FS. 

 
Figure 9 Simulation result of  IT2FS and Integrated IT2FS. 

 
 

Figure 10 Simulation result of GT2FS and Integrated 
GT2FS. 

The Pratts Figure of Merit is calculated on 
the synthetic images and the values are shown in 
Table 1. The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio values of 
these edge detectors with the synthetic images in 
noiseless conditions, with 0.001 white Gaussian noise 
and salt and pepper noise are tabulated in Table 2, 
while precision and recall values are shown in Table 
3. 
 

  
Figure 11 Square and Polar Synthetic Image 

Table 1 PFOM values for noiseless synthetic images 

Edge Detector 
Used 

Type 
of 
Image 

Pratts 
Figure 
of 
Merit 

MG +T1FS Square  0.8935 
Polar  0.8669 

MG + IT2FS Square  0.9264 
Polar  0.9177 

MG + GT2FS Square  0.9233 
Polar  0.9134 

 

Table 2 PSNR values for noiseless and noisy synthetic 
images. 

Edge 
Detector 
Used 

Type 
of 
Image 

PSNR (in dB) 
Noiseless Salt and 

Pepper 
noise 

0.001 
Gaussian 
noise 

MG 
+T1FS 

Square  12.9071 9.8923 11.5839 
Polar  12.5996 8.4562 10.7294 

MG 
+IT2FS 

Square  12.2094 10.9246 11.9045 
Polar  13.1846 10.4479 12.7368 

MG 
+GT2FS 

Square  13.8984 11.9386 13.3372 
Polar  13.4434 11.3788 12.9173 

 

Table 3 Precision and Recall values of the implemented 
edge detectors. 

Parameter MG + 
T1FS 

MG + 
IT2FS 

MG + 
GT2FS 

Precision 0.600216 0.600218 0.600398 
Recall 0.992896 0.992892 0.992653 
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  It can be noted that, regardless of the 
presence of noise, integrated GT2FS gives the 
maximum performance in terms of PSNR and Recall. 
Integrated IT2FS gives highest PFOM value while, 
Precision value is the highest for integrated T1FS. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The edge detectors with integrated 

morphological gradient and type 2 systems are 
implemented. All the fuzzy systems are found to be 
working very well with reference to at least one of 
the parameters. But, it is to be noted that their 
performance might vary with the image it is tested 
upon. 

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS. 
These integrated fuzzy logic techniques can be 

further implemented on videos and probably 
extended for uses in motion detection etc. It can also 
be tested on various other types of corrupt images 
affected with shot noise, quantization noise etc. 
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